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ABSTRACT
Are there inter-theoretic relations ithin social science hich in an a parallel those seen in natural
science If so here should criminolog be positioned ithin such a frame ork Does it ha e the kind of
e planator po er usuall granted to ‘more enerable’ social sciences like economics or sociolog Or is
it as some ha e argued merel a ‘rende - ous’ discipline dependent for its insights and status upon oth
er disciplines In this paper I argue for a more radical position one hich contends that criminolog pro
ides a kind of methodological core for social inquir I offer three arguments in support of this stance
First the decisi e though o erlooked role pla ed b criminolog ithin the emergence of social science
Second the foundational insights it offers into the problem of social order arguabl the central chal
lenge for social science Third the striking a that man e planations of the contemporar social orld
appear to super ene upon criminological concepts and ideas I conclude b suggesting that the function
of criminolog as a foundational social science ma be akin to hat Comte and Quetelet once called a
‘social ph sics’.
Keywords: Social Order Social Ph sics Criminological theor Super enience Theoretical reduction

INTRODUCTION
A ke methodological question ithin science centres upon ho different theories should be related to
each other The importance of this question is ob ious enough If as is often the case the relation sought
is reducti e then identif ing a theor to hich others reduce pro ides for a far more economical toolkit
one ith all the e planator po er of the pre ious arrangement but ith fe er commitments to e tra
entities or la s As a result the natural sciences ha e been replete ith attempts at theoretical reduction
some more successful than others The recognition of alence in ph sics as the basis of chemical bon-
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ding and the absorption of Ne tonian mechanics b special relati it count as ob ious e amples of suc
cess Bunge
Ri adulla
But genuine reductions ha e been so fe and far bet een that less
demanding arieties of intertheoretic relations are usuall sought
One promising approach here has centred upon the more fluid concept of a “hierarch ”, here a theories
position ithin an hierarch is determined b “ho basic” an account of the orld is offered But since
“basicness” need not entail an eliminati e reduction different theories ithin the hierarch can retain
their nomological autonom Perhaps the most influential account of this relationship currentl a ailable
lies in the idea of “super enience” the e tent to hich the entities and properties of a theor are said to
“super ene” upon those of another Kim
Super enience relations are most easil understood in
terms of one er simple principle “no difference in theor A ithout a difference in theor B” Le is
p
For e ample molecular properties super ene upon atomic ones since an molecular change
requires a corresponding change in atomic properties hilst the re erse does not hold It is in this sense
that ph sics has often been seen as the most “basic” science since e er other natural phenomenon ul
timatel super enes upon the entities and forces studied b ph sicists ithout the con erse being true
As the ph sicist Rutherford once put this more colourfull “all science is ph sics or stamp collecting”.

The increasing prominence or “rude health” Garland Sparks
p
of criminolog ithin
both academic and polic fields has highlighted a long-standing need for a better understanding of this
question as it relates to the social sciences for the relati el limited attention paid to intertheoretic
social science relations has allo ed certain assumptions to pre ail about the status of criminolog par
ticularl the idea that it offers at best a “niche” ariet of speciali ed social e planation one focused al
most e clusi el upon a scientific account of the interpla bet een offending and its institutional re
sponses Such criminolog functions merel as a subdiscipline of sociolog Akers
Hester Eglin
one that offers certain useful albeit highl particulari ed insights into de iance and social control
but that has little to offer to the grand narrati es of social science or to the rich theoretical insights found
ithin its “master” disciplines like economics In this paper I ant not onl to challenge this standard
model but to set out some grounds for a more radical position one that does not just resituate criminolo
g ithin the social sciences or as an amorphous rende ous point for other more substanti e positions
Do nes
Instead I ill suggest it ma also ha e a far more foundational role

More “basic” theories are simpl those upon hich other theories super ene i e ph sics is more basic than chemistr in this sense
That is independence in terms of their la s
Cited in Birks
Aside from debates about the relations bet een economics and sociolog conducted during the late nineteenth earl t entieth centur b
thinkers such as Small
and Marshall see Arena
subsequent discussions ha e been sporadic and limited for e ample in papers
such as Parsons and Smelser
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I ill offer three arguments in support of this re isionar stance first a historical argument that highlights
the instrumental role pla ed b criminological thinking in shaping the origins of hat e no think of as
“social science”; second a super enience argument that in a striking parallel ith the “social ph sics”
considered b earl social scientists suggests that social phenomena depend upon a social order secured
b the kinds of mechanisms that ha e been of special interest to criminologists and third a causal argu
ment hich associates manifestations of these mechanisms ith precepts of ho the contemporar
orld is e perienced and go erned

Intertheoretic relations: unity, fragmentation and hierarchy
At the heart of the question of intertheoretic relations lies the issue of commensurabilit
the e tent to
hich an theor can be meaningfull correlated ith another This question as pursued independentl
b both Kuhn
and Fe erabend
ho came to the some hat contentious conclusion
that most scientific theories are incommensurable because scientists literall “think differentl ” and so
utili e non-translatable concepts hen operating ithin distinct theoretical frame orks Incommensura
bilit appears to undermine the prospect of an common e planator ground across theories an uncom
fortable outcome for most philosophers of science social science Cart right
Dupré
and
Hacking
are amongst those ho hold science to be ineluctabl fragmented Oppenheim and Put
nam
are amongst those ho ha e rejected this
In comparing theories a ke desideratum is surel to acquire ans ers to questions like hat does one
theor tell us that another does not Ho does one theor complement or enhance the claims of anoth
er When are theories inconsistent ith each other But the “pre-paradigmatic” nature of social science
Kuhn
has been problematic here for it means that unlike natural science there has been limited
consensus about hat constitute its foundational research problems It is almost impossible therefore to
decide for e ample hen a monetarist anal sis of e change relations is “better” than a Mar ist one or
hether a Freudian e planation of cultural s mbols replaces or merel complements anthropological
interpretations In this paper I ill therefore restrict consideration of intertheoretic relations ithin social
science and specificall criminolog ’s status here to the more manageable question outlined abo e the
e tent to hich theories super ene or depend upon others for their mechanisms or their e planations
that is ho far an social science theor can be said to be basic to others For if it is at all plausible that
criminolog pro ides theories that are in some sense “basic”, then the charge that it is merel a subdisci
pline ithin more ostensibl established theoretical fields like sociolog or ps cholog becomes far less
sustainable
Such an approach pro ides for a less onerous set of objecti es than more formal approaches to intertheo
retic relations for e ample Carnap’s attempt to deri e a purel obser ational uni ersal language of sci
ence b a of logical semantic intertheor relations Carnap
or Nagel’s suggestion Nagel
that disciplines could be interconnected b a of certain “bridge” la s Hempel
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Relating super enience relations to questions of e planator po er allo s a theor to be seen as more
basic here it e plains a set of obser ations more comprehensi el Oppenheim Putnam
Not
onl does this a oid the complications of appl ing formal logical languages to social science theories it
also focuses attention upon hat man take to be a primar task of social or natural science the identi
fication of causal mechanisms Elster
This idea of a stratified realit
here the atomic le el con
nects ith the molecular le el ia causal mechanisms and so on all the a up to the social and ps cho
logical as also set out in the ork of Bhaskar

It has found fa our ith social scientists precisel because it is able to grant autonom to the social
orld hilst ackno ledging certain forms of dependenc upon ph sical processes
This dependenc is captured ell b the concept of super enience and it is on this basis then that I ill
claim that there is at least some meaningful commensurabilit across social science theories and that
such commensurabilit implies a more basic role for criminolog than has usuall been considered

Criminological explanation
An immediate problem in attempting to situate criminolog
ithin the social sciences is defining the
scope of its inquir Without some reasonabl robust sense of this it ould clearl be hard to kno
here
or ho other forms of social e planation super ene upon criminological e planation So hen e sa that
a piece of kno ledge or a tool of inquir is “criminological”, hat is meant b this Prima facie the an
s er to this question appears temptingl straightfor ard almost from its inception the field of crimino
logical inquir has centred upon three defining questions the nature and causes of crime and criminals
the legal and institutional responses to criminal offending and the e tent to hich the theoretical tools
and methods for in estigating these are “scientific”. But closer inspection quickl re eals that matters are
far from this simple On the one hand there has been the demand that criminological e planation should
encompass far more for e ample ictims as ell as criminals fear of crime as ell as crime itself and
hat pre ents crime as ell as hat causes it amongst man other options On the other hand e en
ith these basic questions opinions ha e aried significantl about here the emphasis should properl
lie For e ample legalistic approaches like those associated ith classicist thinkers such as Bentham ere
less concerned ith the criminal ho after all had chosen to offend through the e ercise of free ill
and far more interested in the nature of societal responses to their actions B contrast positi ist ap
proaches sa the criminal as central often regarding crime itself as something that could only be under
stood through this lens as in Ferri’s argument that “crime must be studied in the offender”.
In turn more recent approaches like crime science ha e s ung the pendulum back to a focus upon crime
rather than criminals La cock
Within criminolog Bhaskar’s critical realism has been especiall enthusiasticall applied ithin the “ultra-realist” position espoused b Hall
and Winlo Hall Winlo
Ho e er see Wood
for a critique of Hall and Winlo and inconsistencies in their utili ation of
critical realist ideas
Cited in Sellin
p
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Equall tendentious has been the debate o er hether the focus of criminolog should onl be upon io
lations of legal rules Tappan
or hether it should e tend to breaches of less formal societal rules
for e ample cultural forms of de iance like e treme fashion disruptions such as antisocial beha iour
see for e ample Mannheim
or an conduct causing harm Hill ard Panta is Tombs Gordon
And hilst the idea that criminolog should be concerned ith de eloping a “scientific” approach
to these questions has found more agreement criminologists like an other social scientists ant to feel
that hat the are doing is epistemicall superior to a mere casting of the runes there ha e been plent
ho ha e been less con inced of the alue or success of this goal see amongst man others Young
For Foucault in particular criminolog as little more than a product of the nineteenth-centur
disciplinar order and so “failed to de elop a theoretical justification for itself or e en a coherent
frame ork” Garland
p
as a science In this ie criminolog onl sur i es because it legiti
mi es go erning po er structures b a of pseudo-scientific characteri ations of pathological difference
and the “criminal t pe”.
Deep though these disagreements ha e often been and o erl aried though the subject matter of crimi
nolog often appears this need not suggest an fundamental confusion about the scope of the discipline
I argue instead that an conclusion that criminolog is fundamentall “fragmented” Wikstrom Ober
ittler Treiber Hardie
“lacks a common paradigm” Brisman Carrabine South
or is
little more than a hotchpotch of other theories a mere “rende ous” discipline represents a collecti e
failure of ner e on the part of criminologists and a recurring failure to accept its pre-paradigmatic status
as a discipline Certainl criminolog remains at a relati el de elopmental stage as a science but this
does not entail an thing inherent to its nature that might pre ent it from acquiring the status of a more
integrated e planatoril po erful bod of kno ledge After all gi en that ph sics has taken o er
ears to acquire the status it has the fe hundred ears or less that ha e seen the de elopment of
criminolog is a drop in the ocean b comparison Similarl rather than taking the plethora of ostensibl
distincti e approaches ithin the criminological tradition as a eakness I contend that this is a sign of
strength for it demonstrates ho the ostensibl simple construct of “crime” can generate rich and di
erse fields of inquir Such di ersit is in fact the sign of good theor a mark of hat philosophers of sci
ence ha e termed theoretical “fecundit ” or “fruitfulness” the capacit of a theor or theories to gener
ate ne insights one that has been counted as a theoretical irtue alongside other kinds of irtue such
as e idential and causal accurac or e planator depth Keas
But hate er the focus of criminolog be it criminals ictims de iance harm or something else there
is a clear super enience relationship at ork ith respect to its foundational subject matter Here the “no
difference in X ithout there being a difference in Y” requirement is seen in the fact that ithout there
being certain forms of negati e or harmful conduct that societies respond to in more or less serious a s
there ould be no de iance no iolations of la no social harm no ictims of this no attempt to create
policing mechanisms no puniti e order and so on It is in these kinds of norm iolation and the institu
tional response to them here I situate the ontological focus of criminolog that ill be pursued in the
argument to follo
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This means that the ontological status of crime ithin criminolog is not gi en b particular crimes for
these ma clearl ar across time and place Rather “crime” acts as our best e idence of t o factors that
do appear to be uni ersal First as Durkheim suggested there is the recognition found ithin e er socie
t that there are al a s some indi iduals ho iolate its social order Second there is the recurring per
ception that some iolations are so serious that the demand a response that goes be ond mere societal
disappro al Rather these are iolations that so offend against accepted codes that punishment is re
quired This holds hether the social order is underpinned b religious codes legal codes or the hims of
some dictator
It is in the uni ersalit of this tipping point bet een sanctioned and unsanctioned rule breaking here
criminolog finds its ontolog It is in mapping the particularities of ho each societ constructs s stems
around this here its epistemolog begins And it is in the con ergences bet een the social order that
emerges and the rich and di erse socio-economic structures that are able to emerge as a result here its
ke super enience relations lie In hat follo s I ill suggest that it is this fundamental focus upon social
order and the response to departures from it that pro ides criminolog ith its ontolog and hich con
fers its special position ithin the social sciences But first I turn to a more straightfor ard issue of priori
t
here it sits ithin the historical de elopment of the social sciences

A historical argument: criminology and the inception of “social science”
Criminolog has rarel figured as a theoretical field ithin discussions on the origins of the social sciences
The more usual tendenc has been to read this genesis stor as one in ol ing the emergence of econom
ics and sociolog see for e ample Goldman
Ross
Mere terminolog has often sufficed to
support this standardi ed chronolog For e ample the use of the term “sociolog ” b the French essa ist
Sie es in an unpublished manuscript from
has sometimes been cited as e idence of the emergence
of sociolog in the late eighteenth centur Faure Guilhaumou Vallier
Weil
e en though
Sie es as not proposing a ne science and probabl meant something different from ho sociolog is
read in contemporar terms Nonetheless other more comprehensi e criteria such as e idence of a
substanti e bod of published theoreticall integrated ork also appear to support the “standard” ori
gins stor of social science In particular the plethora of economic te ts that emerged in the late eight
eenth centur
most notabl Smith’s Wealth of Nations in
seems to confirm the status of eco
nomics as the most enerable of the social sciences For this te t and se eral other economicall focused
orks such as Malthus’s
An Essay on the Principle of Population and Jean-Baptiste Sa ’s
A
Treatise on Political Economy represent a bod of ork published at least
ears prior to the te t usual
l taken to “officiall ” demarcate the emergence of sociolog as a discipline Comte’s Cours de Philoso
phie Positive

For e ample Sie es also used the term “sociocrac ”, hich appears to entail a different more political science-oriented set of theoretical
objecti es
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Ho e er closer inspection suggests that such criteria ma in fact support a rather different and less ell
told stor For e ample the te t that most accept as one of the foundational statements of earl criminol
og namel Beccaria’s On Crimes and Punishments as published in
o er
ears prior to
Smith’s Wealth of Nations Nor as this te t an isolated e ent Beccaria’s ork as quickl follo ed b
thematicall related te ts such as Verri’s Observations on Torture in
and further orks ith clear
criminological themes in particular Bentham’s An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legisla
tion in
and his Panopticon Writings in the
s in Bo o ic
If e look back still further to
te ts such as Montesquieu’s
The Spirit of the Laws hich include a number of arguments around
penalit arguments that ere a major influence upon Beccaria’s thinking the origins of criminolog
might be situated still earlier Indeed e en orks like Hobbes’ Leviathan
traditionall interpreted
as a political science treatise might also be read in criminological terms gi en its preoccupations ith se
curit crime policing and punishment
Adopting a criterion of origins based upon publication then suggests that a plausible historical case can
be made for holding that criminological themes and a s of thinking ere idel present in orks that
ere at least contemporaneous ith if not prior to those ith primaril economic themes Moreo er
such orks significantl pre-date those te ts usuall taken to define the emergence of a definiti el
“sociological” discipline It is also orth noting just ho much of Adam Smith’s ork as preoccupied
ith recogni abl proto-criminological concepts at times His first publication The Theory of Moral Senti
ments (
) a ork Smith regarded as superior to Wealth of Nations Phillipson
as not onl
concerned ith moral norms and de iations but contained significant discussions on the nature of crime
and its appropriate punishment
Works like Lectures on Justice Police Revenue and Arms
e tended such reflections offering de
tailed suggestions about the a that justice s stems could be optimall organi ed and funded and stress
ing the dut of go ernments to pro ide adequate “policing”. Smith’s Lectures on Jurispridence
hich
sets out a quasi-histor of the emergence of criminal justice pro ides further e idence of his interest in
criminological questions E en Wealth of Nations does not ha e a purel economic focus declaring itself
to be focused upon the “four great objects” of the state la namel “justice police re enue and arms”,
and it contains arious reflections upon regulation and optimal methods for organi ing a justice s stem
Whilst publication offers one kind of criterion for primogeniture in the social sciences the opinion of earl
social scientists themsel es in defining the primar e planator function of their disciplines is also re eal
ing For e ample in his Course on Positive Philosophy Comte argued
No that the human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial ph sics mechanical and chem
ical organic ph sics both egetable and animal there remains one science to fill up the se
ries of sciences of obser ation social ph sics Comte
p
See for e ample II III
III I ff and III I
amongst man others
This ork unpublished during Smith’s lifetime as based upon lectures gi en in the earlier part of his career
I
in particular Book V
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This idea of social science as a “social ph sics” is one that as also ad ocated in a more criminological
conte t b Quetelet
But if an interpretation of social science as social ph sics is to re eal an thing
substanti e about a credible chronolog of social science t o issues need clarification First the question
of hen the term “social ph sics” as first used and b hom and second and more cruciall
hat a
social ph sics entails and hich social science discipline pro ides the kind of e planations best suited to
the foundational concerns of an such ph sics

Gi en that Comte’s first use of the concept of a “social ph sics” can be dated to his
essa Plan des
travaux scientifiques nécessaires pour réorganiser la société more than
ears before Quetelet’s first
recorded use of the term
the ans er to the first question ould appear straightfor ard enough But if
e look a little more closel at ho and ith hat intentions the term “social ph sics” as used the an
s er becomes less clear-cut For e ample it seems plausible to argue that this is a concept that Quetelet
had been de eloping for some time and as more influenced b his ork ith earl statisticians like Con
cordet and his idea of a “social mathematics”. Quetelet as orking ith Concordet in Paris at the time
hen Comte as composing the Plan des travaux scientifiques nécessaires and his ersion of social ph s
ics seems more likel to ha e been de eloped from his earlier
formulation of a mécanique sociale
(“social mechanics”) than from Comte’s idea
hich Quetelet appears to ha e been una are of Porter

More decisi e e idence of their differing interpretations lies in hat each took a social ph sics to consist
in For Comte social ph sics “is that science that occupies itself ith social phenomena considered in the
same light as astronomical ph sical chemical and ph siological phenomena” (
, p
Yet for
Quetelet a social ph sics as a predominantl frequentist idea centred around in estigations into con
stants like the “a erage man” (l’homme moyen one characteri ed not just b the mean alues of aria
bles that follo a normal distribution but cruciall b the deviations from this constant Statistical ap
proaches to the ph sics of the social ere anathema to Comte ho famousl rejected the “pretension of
some geometers to render social in estigations positi e b subjecting them to a fanciful mathematical
theor of chances”. Whiche er interpretation is ultimatel preferred it is more than plausible to argue
that the ie of social science as a “social ph sics” has historical roots that are at least as “criminological”
as sociological And as the ne t section ill argue there are also reasons for holding that criminological
concepts do in fact better reali e the idea of social science as a social ph sics
In his
ork “Essa on Social Ph sics Man and the De elopment of his Faculties”.
The term as used in a paper deli ered b Quetelet in
and published in
as Quetelet “Recherches sur la loi de la croissance de
l’homme”, NMB
Beirne
is inclined to differ though he concedes that there are no references hatsoe er to Comte in Quetelet’s earl orks Beirne
also accepts that Quetelet’s almost total immersion in the statistical “scene” of Paris in the earl
s ma ha e had more influence upon
his thinking
Cours Pos Phil bk ch
p
Comte as unhapp that Quetelet used the term “social ph sics”, castigating the “Belgian Scholar
ho has adopted it as the title of a ork hose concern is simple statistics” (
ersion of Cours bk p
cited in Beirne op cit
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It does not of course follo from an historical re-e aluation of the status of criminolog that its status
ithin social science as a hole has shifted This does ho e er pro ide a much-needed challenge to the
m th of criminolog ’s late arri al on the social science scene A closer scrutin of the historical record not
onl suggests that the criminological imagination as acti e at the origins of the contemporar social
sciences but also that it made at least as substantial a contribution to the de elopment of this field as
ostensibl “master” disciplines like economics and sociolog

Supervenience ‒ social physics and the dependence upon social order
The fact that criminolog might reali e the idea of a social ph sics more completel than other social sci
ences pro ides a second rationale for treating it as foundational Within natural science the status of
ph sics as the most “fundamental science” is usuall secured in irtue of the fact that it
…deals ith the fundamental principles that are subsequentl applied to other disciplines
of science such as biolog chemistr electronics engineering Sanghera
p
Since the con erse does not hold that is e plaining the beha iour of atomic particles does not depend
upon the beha iour of cells or organic matter the implication is that all arieties of natural science e
planation ultimatel super ene upon ph sical e planation
Is there an sense in hich a structurall equi alent argument ithin social science could be run Here
Quetelet’s reflections are instructi e for not onl do the offer one kind of an indication of hat such
fundamental social patterns might consist in but ultimatel
h criminological e planation sits so ell
ith them For Quetelet as e ha e seen a social ph sics is best rooted in a frequentist understanding
one that appears to re eal ke continuities and constants ithin social facts such as birth death and mor
bidit rates In fact the concept of frequenc is something of a red herring one masking a deeper more
subtle idea that is at ork As Quetelet himself put it “…in the social state e ma e pect… to find all the
principles of conser ation that are obser ed in… natural phenomena
p
In other ords fre
quencies in the social orld are just another manifestation of the kind of conser ation principles found
throughout nature and this means that though interesting the are secondar to a still more general
focus on social science social ph sics This is the phenomenon of constanc itself and ho it is detected
ithin social data Science as a hole is predicated upon this simple methodological premise i e that
not onl does it identif ontological facts about the e istence of constanc regularit ithin nature but it
also pro ides methods that can reliabl distinguish obser ations of the “real” constancies from mere
chance conjunctions regular things that can be reidentified and located ithin e planator categories
Stra son
To put this another a good science is “good” b irtue of the fact that its methods
help to reliabl distinguish orderl non-random phenomena from the purel random For e ample chem
istr counts as a alid scientific discipline precisel because it detects and e plains a specific range of nonrandom natural patterns such as inorganic molecules and chemical reactions Reading tea lea es does not
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count as scientific because the patterns it detects and claims to interpret are the outcome of randomness
and chance
So central is the requirement to detect non-randomness or pattern that it is the ostensibl superior ca
pacit of mathematics and ph sics to do this that has lent them their ele ated status indeed mathe
matics has often been described as the “science” of pattern detection Resnik
Of course the fact
that so man obser ations ithin the social orld appear to relate onl to single or ‘one off’ e ents has
made it far more difficult for social scientists to decide hether an obser ation in ol es something genu
inel non-random Nonetheless good social science e planations depend upon identif ing non-random
features of the social orld in the form of familiar patterning ariables such as utilit class demand
preference or consumer confidence The idea that the social orld like the natural orld e hibits order
means that the task of social e planation is in effect to reformulate Kant’s question about the orld
“ho is nature possible ”, in terms of Simmel’s question “ho is societ possible ” Simmel
For
social order or at least the presumption of it is not as fundamental a prerequisite for the possibilit of
social science as natural order is for ph sics it is in the reali ation of social order in its disruptions or in
its absences that the character of social life emerges
The idea that hat characteri es social science is the stud of social order is one to hich social scien
tists ha e frequentl returned Comte himself accepted that a social ph sics as that part of natural phi
losoph dealing ith a “science of organi ed bodies” ( 0 0, II p
and more recentl it has been ar
gued that social order is the “core theoretical issue in the social sciences” Hechter Horne
pp
or that “e planations of social order of ho and h societies cohere are the central concern of soci
olog ” Marshall
Norbert Elias ackno ledged the strong affinities bet een natural science and
social science in this regard arguing that the concept of social order should be understood “in the same
sense that one talks of a natural order in hich deca and destruction as structured processes ha e their
place alongside gro th and s nthesis death and disintegration alongside birth and integration” (
,p
But in contrast to natural science there are a far more be ildering number of a s in hich social
order can be manifested manifestations that in a sense define the multifarious fields of social scientific
in estigation So I suggest that e begin ith something more fundamental the underl ing structure of
social order in an form and the kinds of mechanism capable of producing it In the ne t section I ill
consider t o such mechanisms and h criminolog ma pla a foundational role in theori ing them

Supervenience: social order and its dependence upon criminological mechanisms
Order in general terms has been ariousl concei ed as the stochastic phenomenon of non-randomness
or compressibilit Kolmogoro
as s mmetr and in ariance McGuire
and in terms of
emergence and comple it Prigogine
Whilst some of these ideas ma ha e a bearing upon the
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a social order is formed and maintained see for e ample Lane’s
association bet een comple it
and the orderl hierarch of social science theor something a little more ob iousl “social” seems desirable if the autonom of social science is to be maintained In addition to some of the more familiar ideas
alread considered i e social order seen in terms of familiar phenomena like states and religions mar
ket structures like price elasticit or attitudes like oting preference sociologists ha e also suggested
that social order can be understood in terms of more abstract entities like agents or structures hierar
chies or net orks Hechter Horne
The problem is that such ideas seem merel to in ol e mani
festations of social order rather than pro iding an ob ious conditions or mechanisms for it
If e therefore ask instead hat produces stable social formations one useful place to begin lies in
Hobbes’ seminal reflections upon this problem Hobbes famousl argued that an consideration of social
order needs to begin ith a more primal state that of social disorder here social actors are dri en b
the “perpetual and restless desire for po er after po er hich ceaseth onl in death” (
, II XI thus
producing the notorious “ ar of all against all” ibid
Since for Hobbes social order is a second-order phenomenon denoted b basic securit some form of
mechanism is required to e plain ho the shift from social anarch to social order occurs Hobbes’ re
sponse to this question arguabl prefigures hat are no the t o fundamental approaches to e plaining
ho social order emerges and is maintained Both can be seen in terms of his construct of the
“Le iathan”, a supra-human structure that underpins their order
i

First the Le iathan defined b Hobbes in terms of the “Common ealth b acquisition” the
mechanism of a coerci e “natural force” like a strong leader II XVII that secures social
order from chaos

ii

Second the social contractarian Le iathan or the “Common ealth b institution”, here social order emerges because “men agree amongst themsel es” to delegate control to an indiidual or assembl II XVIII

Hobbes does not see these mechanisms as operating magicall or independentl of the social Rather
the depend upon a still deeper albeit less discussed factor to hich Hobbes also seems to allude the
choices e make in opting for these forms of social order and hat influences these choices On the one
hand our choices ma be dri en b irrationalities such as fear of a po erful leader or of e ternal
threats On the other hand it ma be rationalities like the pursuit of efficienc
that shape our deci
sions I ant no to suggest that criminological concepts and tools form an essential prerequisite for e
plaining three of the factors that appear central to forming and maintaining social order the three C’s
namel conflict consensus and choice And therefore since the stud of social order is fundamental to
hat social science is criminological concepts and tools are basic to social science
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Social order, coercion and conflict
The idea that coercion can produce and sustain social order has been an influential one No specific de
gree or ariet of coercion seems to be required since order might arise as much from subtle ideological
control as from the impositions of a brutal t rann This idea of social order has of course been most e
tensi el de eloped ithin Mar ist thought ostensibl through the mechanism of economic classes
Mar
Engels
though it is important to be clear that class structure’s more enduring function is
to maintain social order For Mar deeper factors like superior access to ealth capital ser e as the pri
mar mechanisms for producing social order ith the possibilit of force al a s underpinning this pri i
lege In contemporar societ this “latent” force is most commonl articulated through the state that
“comple of institutions that bases itself on the a ailabilit of forcible coercion…in order to maintain the
dominance of a ruling class” Draper
p
The “monopol upon force” Weber
e erted b
the state underlines h social order that originates coerci el need not in ol e actual force “Soft” po
er such as ideological incorporation or the threat of latent iolence can be just as effecti e a mecha
nism
Ho e er the interpla bet een iolence and order is mapped out there are good arguments for seeing
criminological concepts as being integral to understanding it Firstl it is ob ious enough that the uses
misuses of iolence and the social responses to this ha e represented a ke theme ithin criminological
thought from its er origins This is not surprising since iolence against us counts as one of the most
sociall undesirable of outcomes it has almost al a s counted as a cardinal “crime” and as one of the
actions societies are illing to punish most hea il see McMahon
for some notable e ceptions
Understanding iolence hether ph sical or ps chological and the optimal a s of pre enting or re
sponding to it has therefore been one of the most hea il theori ed areas ithin criminolog
hether
this in ol es the actions and moti ations of iolent perpetrators the harms inflicted upon ictims of io
lence or the institutional structures societ has de eloped for managing iolence see amongst man oth
ers Al ere
Bachman
Barak
Riedel Welsh
Westmareland
And hilst this
means that criminolog does not of course “o n” iolence as a research thematic it is criminolog of all
social science disciplines that has de eloped the idest spectrum approach to ards it That is not just in
terms of its indi idual ps chological basis but also its social causes its societal impacts and the institu
tional responses to it
A second less ob ious factor that ties social science sociological accounts of coerci e social order to crim
inological e planation arises from our perceptions that this is a ariet of order that is “unjust”, for clear
l
here force is an ultimate determinant of social order there are no requirements for transparenc
due process or the other familiar constraints of a socio-legal frame ork In a sense then criminalit or
at least the illicit per ades and underpins the er core of such an order since “[in an s stem in hich
the rulers are self-appointed… there is no legal procedure for remo ing them” Wintrobe
p
Not onl that since the kinds of legal constraints e normall e pect to protect us are likel to ha e been
abused or to be absent altogether one of the ke characteristics associated ith an po er the po er
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to define indi iduals as ‘criminal’ lies entirel

ithin the hims of a central coerci e force

In other ords one of the defining characteristics of coerci e social order lies in its negations or iolations
of la
iolations that mirror precisel that hich defines the criminal The inherent criminalities of coer
ci e order are perhaps most starkl re ealed in its most e pansi e manifestation as empire for “the
stor of empire is the stor of crime and iolence Empires are criminologicall speaking criminal organi
ations” Iadicola
p
And e en here e conceptuali e coerci e order in more in isible or sub
tle forms the shift a a from spectacular demonstrations of po er to ards “juridical po er” still carries
ith it a range of criminological implications For as courts are used to bolster control rather than justice
per se “threats to societ ” become recouched in the language of crime and criminalit Foucault
Gi en all this it is hard to a oid the conclusion that if one attempts to understand a social order that is
dependent upon coerci e mechanisms ithout dra ing upon criminological concepts and tools one has
simpl failed to grasp the essential character of hat coerci e social order is For not onl is such an order
an implicitl iolent one it can be plausibl interpreted as an alegal and therefore potentiall criminal so
cial arrangement Furthermore in considering the cold pragmatics of coerci e po er it seems clear that
ithout resorting to protot picall criminological tools like policing bodies policing technologies punish
ment regimes sur eillance tools criteria for legitimate illegitimate identification or the use of shaming
and othering as control mechanisms such an order simpl cannot be maintained Thus hether it is in
the abstract conception of coerci e order its status as an illegitimate or alegal social formation or the
kinds of control resources required to maintain it criminolog appears to operate as a basic social science
in e plaining this

Social order as consensus
Criminological thought appears to be equall foundational to an understanding of the mechanisms that
underpin a “contractarian” Le iathan that is to a social order that emerges through consensus the e
tent to hich social actors “agree” to abide b certain norms and alues Durkheim’s argument that
“social realit is at its core a moral realit ” Collins
p
offers one reason h consensus is such
an effecti e mechanism for producing social order since
…(the effecti eness of the normati e solution to social order is due to the fact that norms
and alues are not onl shared but also internali ed and so become constituti e rather than
merel regulati e of social beha iour Ellis
p
This ie of social order is one that has found ide support amongst social scientists Parsons for e am
ple argued that “[p eople act on the basis of their alues their actions are oriented and constrained b
the alues and norms of people around them and these norms and alues are the basis of social or
der” Knapp
pp
). Similarl though Goffman as uncomfortable ith the kind of macro -
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structural interpretation of social order fa oured b Parsons he agreed that consensus as the central
mechanism for producing it since “the rules of conduct that bind the actor and recipient together are the
bindings of societ ” (
,p
For Goffman such order as best obser ed in micro-interaction be
cause it is here that “the interaction order more than an other perhaps is in fact orderl and…this or
derliness is predicated on a large base of shared cogniti e presuppositions if not normati e ones” (
,
p
Either a
hether normati e consensus is interpreted as a force of the collecti e consciousness
structural norms or the rules of e er da life this approach to social order ultimatel rests upon the e
tent to hich beha iours are sanctioned or censured
The foundational social science role that criminolog pla s in understanding the mechanisms that dri e
consensus can perhaps be most readil seen ithin the modalities of ho an societ e aluates depar
tures from them for such e aluations are most transparentl manifested in the form of the institutions
societies construct to judge to “correct” or to punish normati e departures I ill return to this point in a
moment but there is another perhaps e en more striking indicator of the foundational aspects of crimi
nological thinking here that emerges from such considerations for ith just a little reflection it becomes
apparent ho deepl inter o en at the conceptual le el ideas of norm adherence are ith ideas of the
criminal de iant In fact a ie of social order as consensus is in effect semanticall equi alent to a ie
of social order as an ab e ce f e b ea i g ergo criminalit de iance And this semantic interdepend
ence therefore implies an e en stronger semantic ersion of the super enience relation discussed earli
er the fact that an attempt to e plain normati e social order automatically entails conceptual linguistic
facts about criminalit de iance Thus the relationship bet een normal legitimate and de iant criminal
polarities turns out to in ol e far more than an interesting association for a kind of figure ground rela
tionship bet een de iance criminalit and normati e order emerges one here de iance criminalit
ser es as a necessary condition for our understanding of the latter The conclusion appears una oidable
One cannot consistentl concei e of or talk about a consensus ie of social order ithout that also en
tailing concepts and language in ol ing the pathological the de iant or the criminal
If e turn back again to the role criminolog pla s in theori ing the institutions required to manage de
partures from consensus a second ke factor in this kind of argument emerges This deri es from the
eightings e assign to differing iolations of normati e consensus Such eightings appear to be essen
tial to our sense of normati e order in that the allo us to make sense of the relati e seriousness of ari
ous departures from norms and the kinds of sanctions then considered appropriate for such departures
Ho e er hilst there might be a s in hich certain acts are percei ed as more or less serious depar
tures from normati e consensus there is clearl significant cultural ariation in such orderings Sellin
Wolfgang
There is ho e er arguabl one master ratio to such scalings criminalit itself For
though there is no universal scale for ordering the seriousness of de iant acts across time and place
sla er might be more or less bad than blasphem in some societies one uni ersal social fact does ap
pear to hold The “more bad” an act is percei ed to be the more prepared an societ appears to be to
punish the act se erel It is in this sense that criminalit seems to anchor our sense of the normati e for
it ser es as a kind of “ ero point” against hich other beha iours can be oriented
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Once de iant acts are ordered in terms of this ero point of criminalit ho e er differentl construed
across di erse societies
e see a further mark of the e planator po er of criminological thinking This
in ol es a range of predictors of the kind of societ in ol ed predictors that can be specificall deri ed
from the kinds of institutions deemed necessar to manage departures from accepted alues and stand
ards Giddens once argued that “institutions b definition are the more enduring features of social
life” Giddens
p
and the institutions a societ deems to be appropriate for responding to de i
ance crime therefore ser e to characteri e that societ in fundamental a s It is clear for e ample that
hea il puniti e societies are er different from those that are less so inclined just as societies prepared
to utili e iolence as punishment differ fundamentall from those that do not Bro n
Foucault
Thus b obtaining kno ledge about the kinds of acts that are punished more or less hea il or the
kinds of individuals ho are sanctioned more or less se erel in an societ
e also obtain fundamental
a s of understanding ho the order in an particular societ is reali ed and maintained

Social order, rationality and drives
As has been suggested there is arguabl a third less discussed factor that seems to underpin these dual
mechanisms of social order one also suggested b Hobbes’ account This centres upon our “natural pas
sions” II XVII the dri es that initiall striate the primal “state of nature”, hich denote disorderl soci
eties and hich then contribute to the choices e make in opting for the coerci e or consensual forms of
social order For e ample a consensual social order ma be preferred because its promise of greater
equalit and justice makes it the more rational choice one here our dri es are suppressed Or a coerci e
s stem of social order ma be accepted because more instinctual factors such as being in “a e of a so er
eign” ibid or a fear of punishment gain the upper hand Either a there are resources pro ided ithin
criminological thought for understanding both these kinds of moti ations that pro ide a further mark of
its e planator po er

Its contributions here are perhaps most e ident in one of the core concerns of the criminological project
understanding ho
h the interpla of “natural passions” in urges and dri es like jealous rage or a lack
of se ual control so often culminate in criminalit or con ersel the fear of crime Kat once character
i ed a central question for criminolog in just these terms “Ho can people so frequentl and easil be
both out of control and in control at the same time ” ( 00 , p
Kat has of course been

For e ample Sie es also used the term “sociocrac ”, hich appears to entail a different more political science-oriented set of theoretical
objecti es Philosophers like Hobbes and more recentl of course Freud and Niet sche made liberal use of the concept of dri es but their
relationship to emotions has not al a s been clear I use the term “dri e” to refer to an ps chological factor that makes us beha e in certain
a s On this basis emotions represent sufficient but not necessar conditions for dri es that is e ma be dri en to attack someone be
cause e feel hate Ho e er dri es ma also be cogniti e for e ample here beha iour is dri en b beliefs like optimism bias I also as
sume that a dri e can operate at a more subdo astic le el than e en emotion as ith a se ual urge or the desire to a oid pain Thanks to
one of the re ie ers for helping me clarif this point
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one of the leading criminologists to ha e stressed the need to understand ho fundamental dri es like
euphoria se ualit or the “di iness” of feeling e il
so often produce rongdoing The idea that
our dri es are fundamental to understanding social order is an old one as Niet sche once pointed out
“insanit …in groups parties nations and epochs is the rule” (
, aphorism
but it has begun to
acquire an increasing respectabilit ithin the social sciences For e ample in a series of fascinating e
amples the ps chologists Kahneman and T ersk
suggested just ho far highl non-rational con
siderations underpin man of our decisions These pro ide e amples of cogniti e dri es like their identifi
cation of “optimism bias”, here indi iduals appear to ignore clear e idence of risk to belie e the can
succeed in something or “loss a ersion”, here indi iduals displa as mmetric attitudes to gains and
losses such as preferring to a oid losing
rather than to take risks in gaining
Of course crimi
nolog has no kind of monopol on in oking irrationalit or emotion as a determinant of beha iour
aside from Kahneman and T ersk ’s ork there are de eloped studies on the role of emotion and the
instincts ithin other social science disciplines Barbalet
De Haan Loader
Hochschild
Kat
Scheff Ret inger
It is more that the tension bet een irrationall or rationall dri en
beha iours is one that criminologists regularl need to engage ith in e plaining departures from social
order

It is also apparent that impulses like anger trust se ual attraction shame and resentment can also be
important in e plaining adherence to norms as departures from them is a highl plausible one As Hobbes
suggested our “natural fear” of others can be a strong factor in our decision to delegate po er to an as
sembl
a decision that ma make perfect sense in terms of self-preser ation In other ords e en
though this appears to be counter-intuiti e irrational dri es can also produce forms of social order that
ha e a rational basis Criminolog pro ides a po erful tool for conceptuali ations of rationalit as a be
ha ioural determinant in this ider sense that is as a factor dri en b and operating at the e tremes of
human beha iour most ob iousl at the e treme of criminal beha iour itself Indeed the origins of crimi
nolog arguabl begin ith the attempt to make sense of this kind of trade-off ith the classicist perspec
ti es of Beccaria and Bentham and their ie that criminal beha iour is a phenomenon that emerges
from free and rational choice This theme has remained central to contemporar positions such as ra
tional choice theor RCT and the idea of the “reasoning criminal” Cornish Clarke
hich holds
that criminals should be treated as consummatel rational agents sei ing opportunities hene er the
arise hilst constantl eighing and e aluating the alternati es and the dangers in making the choices
the do Cohen Felson
More recent ork has attempted to produce subtler ersions of this ap
proach that permit emotions and or irrationalit to be more instrumental in the reasoning that produces
crime Walters
for e ample h brid models of decision-making such as that seen in Lindegaard
Bernasco Jacques Zenebergen’s
stud on the role of emotion in robber

Be ond Good and E il Aphorism
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The ealth of reflections it offers upon such factors suggest h criminolog offers a ke “go-to” tool for
understanding hen rationalit acts as a dri er of norm iolation as much as it does norm preser ation
for either e act rationall in our best interest with no regard to others i e normlessl or la lessl or e
act in our best interest ith complete deference to others And here “rational self-interest” is pushed
to its e treme harm to others and social disorder ine itabl emerge It is in the task of deciphering the
nature of this constraining inherentl social continuum that once again e find oursel es firml ithin
the domain of the criminological imagination

Mechanisms – a criminological social physics and tools for mapping the contemporary
social order
As suggested earlier one of the ke irtues of theories ithin the philosoph of science is that theories
that are better at e plaining and predicting empirical phenomena are usuall regarded as “better” theo
ries The fact then that criminolog does not just pro ide foundational insights into the general mecha
nisms ergo ph sics of social order but seems able to appl these to specific forms of social order gen
erates the outline of a more de eloped super enience argument This augments the general super eni
ence of social formations upon social order b identif ing a range of higher-order criminological mecha
nisms from torture instruments and ro al pardons to tribal courts and police forces
hich in maintain
ing order in a particular societ also influence its character and culture The late modern social order e
no inhabit appears to be particularl
ell suited to this kind of anal sis for against a backdrop of in
creased or “o er” criminali ation Duff Farmer Marshall Ren o
Tadros
Husak
some
ha e also noted “the centralit of man criminological issues to the social organi ation go ernance and
e er da life of contemporar societies” Garland Sparks
p
When combined ith a gradual
seeping of tools once restricted to the penal and policing domains into the go ernance of e er da life it
becomes plausible to suggest that understanding the late modern social order becomes far easier hen
percei ed through the lens of ke e planator concepts and constructs found ithin contemporar crimi
nological thought
Take to begin ith some of the most influential frame orks currentl utili ed b social scientists for in
terpreting the contemporar orld for e ample the “risk” societ Agamben
Beck
M then
the “sur eillance” societ Bogard
L on
Mar G T
the “securiti ed” societ
Bu an Ole de Wilde
Halls orth Lea
Schuilenberg
and the “societ of con
trol” Deleu e
All of these frame orks depend upon in oking definiti el criminological e planan
da like rule breaking policing predicti e social control criminali ation sanction and puniti it E en more
o ertl economic or technolog -specific periodi ations like the “information” or “big data” societ also
dra upon conceptuali ations ith a normati e-regulator
i e criminological character in particular
the role of data information in the social sorting of indi iduals into the kinds of “legitimate illegitimate”
or “suspect non-suspect” social categories familiar to criminologists Within the contemporar order to
lack access to legitimi ing credentials like a passport a bank account a mobile phone number or an
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adequate appro al rating on social media is to raise suspicion and the danger of being profiled in terms of
arious risk de iant or e en criminal categories In turn the detailed links and associations that big data
sets no pro ide make the generation of potential de iance criminalit an increasingl common social
phenomenon Thus an emplo er’s scrutin of compromising Facebook photos the drunken T itter post
in estigated b police suspicious beha iours recorded on CCTV and the rejection of a isa application as a
result of a teenage caution for marijuana possession ha e become familiar tropes of our orld and indi
cate the e tent to hich information is no as much about its policing function as its communication
function Mar G T
Staples
We li e then in a orld here demands for authentication and legitimac constantl confront us Our
capacit to li e “normal” li es indeed our er mo ement through the social orld is something no cir
cumscribed b the spiralling demands of legitimac
not just in the ne institutional rules around cross
ing borders Aas Bos orth
or in entering pri ati ed spaces Ericson Haggert
M then
but e en ithin mundane requirements to open an online account to bu theatre tickets to enter
a passcode to enter an apartment block or ha e the correct digital footprint to cross a border In turn
hilst the enhanced role of arious securit assemblages in shaping hat is legitimate or illegitimate ma
be familiar enough their transformation into a calculus of go ernance has been less predictable The
scale of this is often staggering for enhanced securit is not just about risk reduction in an immediate
sense but a constraint that operates across e er aspect of life The emergence of predicti e control ia
the “pre-crime” approach Zedner
is just one indicator of this per asi eness But a orld here
citi ens are e aluated as much in terms of the criminal potentials of their future as their legitimate actions
in the past is not just a orld here “crime consciousness comes to be embedded in e er da social
life” Garland Sparks
p
it is also one here ide s athes of social e planation no super
ene upon criminological e planation
In such a orld the central social ordering role that sur eillance mechanisms ha e no acquired be
comes clearer for the more “full spectrum” an mechanism ithin this sur eillance assemblage becomes
the easier it is to enforce continuous assessment of legitimac and conformit b a of go erning nor
mati e criteria hether this in ol es monitoring financial transactions for “suspicious acti ities”, an ESTA
alidation or the use of tracking soft are to monitor partner infidelit A social order dependent upon
such uni ersal and instantaneous testing of norm iolations is surel a orld here the sortal mechanism
of criminalit
hether actual or potential has become a central organi ing construct one astl facili
tated b technologies that permit “h perconnected” continuous control Deleu e
McGuire
In our orld crime is transformed into a form of go ernance one that “constitutes a ne raison d’être
for state inter entions” Battersb
And ith that our status ithin the Le iathan is eroded from
indi iduals- ith-rights into indi iduals- ho-pose-potential-risks and the citi en is transformed into a ne
ci ic categor
the citi en-criminal In such a orld the criminological imagination can no longer be
treated as a mere adjunct to other social sciences Rather it becomes an essential tool for making sense
of contemporar social order
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Conclusion
In this time of crisis and challenge for the social sciences especiall in relation to their percei ed utilit
it is surel an important methodological requirement to better understand ho the are interrelated if
e are to better understand their collecti e function as science But this raises ne and pro ocati e ques
tions about the status of criminolog For some the conclusions about its scientific status ha e been pes
simistic For e ample Garland and Sparks ha e readil ackno ledged the role of crime as a central and
per asi e anal tic theme in disciplines as di erse as “feminism cultural studies economics…political sci
ence risk anal sis and social theor in all its forms” ( 000, p
just as the ha e conceded that crim
inolog ser es as a “focal point for most of the intellectual currents of the past
ears” p
But
the also seem to lose their ner e and read this negati el as impl ing a kind of erosion in the authorit
of criminolog one here it “can no longer hope to dominate the a s in hich …(such themes …are an
al sed” p
In this discussion I ha e argued for a con erse conclusion one here the central rele
ance of criminological thought to contemporar social life indicates its basicness as an e planator re
source not its marginali ation
At the er least there seems good e idence to suggest that criminolog pla ed a far more central role
ithin the genesis of the social sciences than has usuall been granted But there ma also be plausible
reasons for sa ing more for ith closer scrutin it appears that criminological tools ma pro ide ke re
sources for understanding hat is perhaps the foundational question ithin social science the mecha
nisms behind social order hether these emerge through coercion or b consensus If as earl social sci
entists imagined a iable social science must in ol e a iable social ph sics it has become increasingl
apparent that this cannot depend upon mathematical models in ol ing frequencies or quantities alone
Rather a trul “social” ph sics must reflect all the forces that contribute to maintain or disrupt social or
der e en if or perhaps because these lack clear metrics at present
It has not been the purpose of this discussion to e hausti el characteri e the precise d namics of ho
such a social ph sics might operate nor could it be This is clearl a much larger project than hat is pos
sible here Rather the idea has been merel to suggest some reasons h criminolog appears ideall
placed to assist in mapping some of the ke ordering forces of an such ph sics the primal conditions of
hat is sociall tolerated the dri es and moti ations that lead indi iduals to iolate such rules and the
retributions that result Understanding the predicti e-e planator implications for social science of this
constitutes one stage of such a project Beginning to outline some of the ke super enience relations be
t een socio-economic relations and criminological tools and concepts is another There is some distance
to go in this project but as the progress of natural science has taught us e cannot begin to understand
the la s go erning an range of phenomena until e properl recogni e the forces upon hich the su
per ene
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